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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
Comedians, MTV stars top CP lineup
Carol ina Product ions’  fa l l 
lineup will stay heavy on comedy, 
as in recent semesters, but its 
performers will carry smaller price 
tags.
The semester’s best-paid acts, 
Nev Schulman of MTV’s “Catﬁ sh” 
series and sports commentator 
Stephen A. Smith, will pull down 
$15,000 from CP’s student fee-
funded budget. College Humor 
L ive  w i l l  b e  pa id  $14 ,0 0 0 , 
including $5,000 from Carolina 
After Dark. CP will pay $74,600 
for its performers this semester out 
of a budget that is nearly $100,000. 
That’s down from the checks 
the group wrote for headlining 
acts in recent semesters, including 
$35,000 for comedian Seth Meyers 
in the spring and $20,000 for 
Comedy Central Live last fall.
Comedians from MTV’s “Girl 
Code” and “Guy Code,” who will 
earn $10,400, and Schulman are 
expected to be major attendance 
draws on Sept. 26 and Oct. 1, 
respectively, said CP president 
Erik Telford. 
Telford said he’s already seen 
an impressive volume of positive 
soc ia l  med ia reac t ions f rom 
students to the announcement of 
the two acts.
“Catﬁ sh ” is a docudrama series 
about the truth and lies of online 
dating. The show’s popularity took 
off early this year after former 
Not re Dame l inebacker and 
Heisman Trophy finalist Manti 
Te’o claimed to have been the 
victim of an online girlfriend hoax. 
Later, former South Carolina 
baseball player Michael Roth said 
he too nearly fell prey to what is 
now known as “catﬁ shing.”
“ T h at ’s  somet h i ng  t h at ’s 
becoming bigger and bigger,” 
Telford sa id.  “Not on ly just 
protecting yourself online, but 
also branding when it comes to 
social media. ... (Schulman’s ) act 
focuses largely on that, too, which 
is something that everyone in our 
generation is involved with.”
Students indicated in feedback 
last year that they’d like to see 
more performances by their peers, 
Telford said, so CP is catering to 
that demand this semester.
In addition to the longstanding 
Acoustic Café, Comedy Open Mic 
Night and Poetry Night events on 
Tuesday nights, student talent will 
be on showcase at the USC’s Got 
Talent Finale (Oct. 9), the Murder 
Mystery Dinner (Oct. 31) and the 
Jingle Jam A Cappella Fest (Dec. 
4). 
Comedy acts — a favorite in 
st udent su r veys — are once 
again prominently featured in 
the semester’s lineup, since those 
events have typically drawn large 
student crowds, Telford said.
“(Comedy) seems to be what 
Group spends nearly $75,000 
on entertainers for fall semester
Sarah Ellis
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SPORTS
The South 
Carolina 
men’s soccer 
team will take 
on Elon in its 
fi nal exhibition 
match of the 
preseason.14
VIEWPOINTS
Editorial Board: 
Carolina 
Productions 
should diversify 
its future 
lineups.
6
MIX
The MTV 
Video Mu-
sic Awards 
will feature 
much-await-
ed celebrity 
performances 
Sunday.
WEATHER
Friday Saturday
85° 68° /90° 72° /
SEPT. 3 Acoustic Café
AUG. 28 Musical comedians Carlie 
and Doni
SEPT. 10 Comedy Open Mic Night
SEPT. 17 Acoustic Café
SEPT. 24 Poetry Night
SEPT. 26 Comedians from MTV’s “Girl 
Code” and “Guy Code”
OCT. 1 Nev Schulman from MTV’s 
“Catfish”
OCT. 8 Comedy Open Mic Night
OCT. 9 USC’s Got Talent Finale, hosted 
by magician Mat Franco
OCT. 13 “The Walking Dead” season 
premiere
OCT. 15 Acoustic Café
OCT. 22 Poetry Night
OCT. 30 “The Rocky Horror Picture 
Show”
OCT. 31 Murder Mystery Dinner
NOV. 5 Acoustic Café
NOV. 6 Spoken Word Wednesday, 
featuring poets The Strivers Row
NOV. 7 College Humor Live
NOV. 12 Comedy Open Mic Night
NOV. 15 Sports commentator Stephen 
A. Smith
NOV. 19 Acoustic Café
NOV. 20 Comedian Melissa Villasenor
DEC. 4 Jingle Jam A Cappella Fest, 
featuring “The Sing Off” 
winners CommittedAustin Price / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
CAROLINA PRODUCTIONS’ 
FALL LINEUP
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Freshman class fi nds way on fi rst day
“Someone ran into me this morning, 
and I fell into the road ... I tripped, like 
three times today ... on stairs ... but it 
was better than I thought it would be. 
Everybody here is really nice.”
– Ian Giocondo,
fi rst-year music education student
“I was crossing on Assembly and Main, 
and the sign said to walk, and someone 
was turning right, and their car stopped, 
like, two inches away from me. They 
honked their horn at me ... It was quite 
an experience.” 
– Charlee Davis,
fi rst-year journalism student
At 4:30 p.m.: “I haven’t been to class 
yet. I  have no early classes, even 
though I made my schedule at makeup 
orientation two days before the fi rst day 
of class. I woke up at 11 a.m. and ate 
cereal ... I would do homework, but I 
don’t have any homework to do.” 
– Brandon McCall,
fi rst-year criminal justice student
“I walked around yesterday, just to make 
sure I knew where [my classes] were. 
Actually, I had an 8:30 class, so right 
after that I had Chick-fi l-A for breakfast, 
and I had Chick-n-Minis, of course. I 
had a lot more free time than I thought 
I would. I just had time to walk around. ”
– Jake Mann,
fi rst-year music performance student
I guess I, like, looked at my schedule wrong, so 
one of my classes tomorrow is at the Public Health 
Research Center, but our University 101 class is in 
the Coliseum, but I guess I thought it was in the 
public health building, so we, like, walked all the 
way there, and she was like, “[Your class] isn’t in 
here; it’s in the Coliseum.”
– Manuela Moreno, fi rst-year journalism student 
While some of the Class of 2017 spent their first day of class 
getting used to the perils of life on campus—tripping over bricks, 
falling up stairs and dodging cars—others spent their time 
resting up for their first semester in college.
Nathan Leach / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
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Ofﬁce of Parents Programs
University of South Carolina 
Parents  
Weekend 
2013
An unforgettable Gamecock weekend!
www.sa.sc.edu/parents
Registration is 
required!
The deadline to 
register for Parents 
Weekend is Sept. 13 
at 4 p.m. (ET). 
For more 
information  
and to register, visit  
www.sa.sc.edu/
parents.
October 
4-6
POSTER SALE
Most Posters Only $5, $6, $7, $8 and $9
THE BIGGEST & NEWEST BACK TO SCHOOL
100’s 
of
New C
hoice
s
Where:
Russell House 
University Union
Ballroom C
When:
Mon. Aug. 26 thru 
Fri. Aug. 30
Time:
9 A.M. - 5 P.M.
Sponsor:
Russell House 
University Union
COMING MONDAY
Police pursue teen in 
low-speed moped chase
Lake Murray to host 
Forrest Wood Cup again
Missing downtown 
benches spark controversy
Disappearing park benches in downtown 
Columbia have sparked rumor and controversy 
among parkgoers recently, the State reported. 
According to Cit y Councilman Cameron 
Runyan, the downtown benches, as well as those 
in the Vista, were taken out to prevent homeless 
people from using them. 
Runyan had devised a plan in the City Council 
to move homeless people from the city to a shelter 
until a long-term solution could be ﬁ gured out. 
Though homelessness downtown has caused 
concern in the past, George Bailey, a member of 
the Boyd Plaza Foundation, said that the removal 
of the benches was not connected to worries about 
the homeless, but they were actually removed for 
repair. 
“The benches weren’t removed so the homeless 
can’t sit down,” Bailey said. “It would deprive 
everyone else.” 
– Hannah Jeffrey, Assistant news editor
After a grueling 20-mph chase Wednesday 
afternoon, North Charleston police arrested and 
charged 18 year old Ethan Lamont Jenkins with 
giving false information to police and failure to 
stop for blue lights and siren, WIS reported.
After police were called to respond to a vehicle 
pursuit, they found an abandoned moped and 
were told that the driver had taken off on foot. 
Police soon spotted a man who matched the 
description of the suspect running on foot next to 
another man, who was later identiﬁ ed as Jenkins, 
driving a different moped. 
Jenkins continued on his moped through the 
parking lots of a gas station and a shopping 
center, according to authorities.
After failing to stop at a red light while going 
nearly 20 mph, Jenkins made a turn onto Frontage 
Road, where he left his moped and continued on 
foot until he was arrested. 
– Hannah Jeffrey, Assistant news editor
Lake Murray will once again host the Forrest 
Wood Cup, a contest for professional and amateur 
bass anglers, in mid-August 2014, The State 
reported. 
This is the second time that Lake Murray will 
host the competition, the ﬁ rst time being in 2008. 
“This is the Super Bowl of ﬁ shing coming,” said 
lake tourism director Miriam Atria. 
The event is expected to bring 92 anglers, along 
with their entourages, for up to two weeks next 
summer. Sale, hotel and meal tax incomes are all 
expected to see a boost during the tournament, 
not to mention a spike in publicity. 
In 2008, the event brought in $16.1 million in 
revenue after being put on using revenue provided 
by state, county and municipal sources. 
For the most part, Forrest Wood Cup events 
will be free and open to the public, something 
that Chris Hoover of FLW, the organization 
hosting the event, hopes will “grow our sport.” 
– Hannah Jeffrey, Assistant news editor
USC’s f raternit y recruitment 
orientation saw a packed house two 
nights in a row this week, marking 
a signiﬁ cant increase in interest in 
rush. 
Fraternity Council announced in 
June that registration numbers were 
up about 54 percent over Fall 2011, 
which may owe to new regulations 
and changes to the system.
One of those changes is a new 
assistant director for Fraternity and 
Sorority Life, Jarod Holt, who is 
responsible for advising Fraternity 
Council and overseeing the rush 
process.
Holt ﬁ lled a position in November 
left vacant by Keith Ellis, whose 
departure came a year af ter six 
fraternities were cited for alcohol 
violations and fraternity rush ended 
early.
This fall marks Holt’s first full 
rush at USC, which will last from 
Sept. 2 to Sept. 8, and he said he 
hopes to g ive the process more 
grounding in values and to make it 
more worthwhile. Retooling rush 
came down to a few key questions, 
he said.
“What would give the men the 
best experience? How can we help 
them find homes? What makes a 
posit ive experience?” Holt said. 
“Now recruitment will be more 
understandable and relational, with 
facilitated introductions to each 
chapter.”
Holt sa id he doesn’t expect a 
repeat of the booze-soaked rush 
that was halted two years ago, citing 
Fraternity Council f ’s student-led 
training sessions with each chapter’s 
leaders.
 Potent i a l  new memb er s  a re 
now required to attend a session 
on leadersh ip or the Academic 
Centers for Excellence during rush, 
and fraternit ies are barred from 
serving them alcohol. Would-be 
members also have to go to at least 
one community service event before 
Sept. 7. 
Blake Cordell, Fraternity Council’s 
vice president of Recruitment,  said 
he thinks the new requirements help 
prospective members to learn what 
fraternities value and benefit the 
community.
“We have 800 men performing 
three hours of community service 
each,” Cordell said. “When you put 
that together, that’s 2,400 hours 
completed in just a few weeks.”
Cordell said that rush would be 
focused on scholarship, leadership, 
friendship and service.
“ We  w a n t e d  t o  g u i d e  t h e 
[potential new members] on what to 
expect, so we structured recruitment 
around our principles to make a 
safe environment for them to be 
introduced to each chapter,” Cordell 
said. “The bait you use is the ﬁ sh you 
catch.”
Holt said he was working with 
Fr a t e r n i t y  C o u n c i l  t o  c h a r t 
f ratern it ies’  f ut ure g row t h on 
campus.
“There’s  more interest  t ha n 
ever,” Holt said, “so we need to 
accommodate that.”
Fraternity rush sees registration spike 
Offi  cials hope new measures 
will prevent issues with alcohol
Sarah Martin
NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
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 got prescriptions? 
it’s time to transfer them!
call 803-777-4890 to quickly 
& easily transfer prescriptions 
to the on-campus pharmacy
   
Brian Almond / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
There are a few things that USC 
students look forward to each year: 
Gamecock football, Chicken Finger 
Wednesdays and free movies at the 
Russell House — not to mention 
picking up that first issue of The 
Daily Gamecock.
But th is year,  st udents were 
welcomed back to campus with 
a h ighly ant icipated meal plan 
addition: breakfast at Chick-ﬁ l-A. 
The newest break fast opt ion 
brought in nearly 400 customers 
per hour on the ﬁ rst day of classes, 
according to Fred Wencel, general 
ma nager  of  Ca rol i na  Di n i ng 
Services, .
“We knew it would do well,” 
Wencel said. “[Einstein Bros Bagels] 
is real popular, but we wanted to get 
a new breakfast option upstairs, 
because Einstein’s was becoming so 
overrun.”
Carolina Dining expects that 
sales will vary based on the day of 
the week. Classes that only meet 
twice a week, mainly on Tuesdays 
and Thursdays, are expected to 
bring in fewer people.
“Monday-Wednesday-Fr iday 
is  sign if icant ly d if ferent f rom 
Tuesday-Thursday,” Wencel said.
And a tip from Wencel: The main 
rush will likely fall right between 10 
and 10:15 a.m.
Students f locked to Gamecock 
Park on the second ﬂ oor of Russell 
House to gorge on chicken biscuits, 
hash browns and Chick-n-Minis .
Chick-fi l-A breakfast a hit
New morning option draws 
fl ocks of students
Hannah Jeffrey
NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
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The Daily
Gamecock
on
1001 Harden Street
Columbia, SC 29205
(803) 256-0557
(CLOSEST TO USC)
FIVE POINTS
9003 Two Notch Rd
Columbia, SC 29223
(803) 788-6992 
SPRING VALLEY
Discounts on bikes, lights, locks & helmets
Learn More: cyclecenter.com/for/gamecock
Located behind Capstone in the Food Lion shopping Center
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Students can release some stress this 
semester and earn a credit at the same time.
They can get 1 credit hour, for example, in 
PEDU 100N, which gives students a chance 
to learn enough about rock climbing to get 
started on their own. 
“We have six classes, and two of those 
classes will be actual climbing during class 
times,” said Brandy Walters, who co-teaches 
the course with Jennifer Norman. “Students 
will get an introduction to an amazing sport 
and hobby that can last a lifetime.”
Walter s  sa id  t hat  t he  cou rse  of fer s 
advantages that students might not find if 
they took up the sport outside the university.
“If you were to pay a guide to go out on a 
day trip, you would probably have to pay over 
$100,” Walters said. “I feel like climbing has 
changed my life. My body has become more 
fit and stronger. The challenge, the social 
aspect and the beneﬁ ts will keep me hooked 
for life.”
During the semester, students in the class 
will have the opportunity to part icipate 
in the class’s outdoor bouldering and rope 
climbing trips that usually take the group up 
to climbing spots in North Carolina. 
Before they head out, though, students will 
prepare for the outdoor trips at Stronghold 
Gym, and they can learn effective climbing 
techniques in the classroom, too, Walters 
said.
Some students, like David Miles, have 
found that they enjoy climbing so much 
taking the class once just isn’t enough.
David Miles, a fourth-year biology student 
who decided to return for another semester, 
said that he sees a variety of benefits for 
interested students.
“[The course] gives students everything 
they need to know about various styles of 
climbing, along with hours of hands-on 
experience,” Miles wrote in an email response.
Miles also wrote that the class taught him 
life skills, along with the skills and techniques 
he needed to climb.
“It is very diff icult to allow a complete 
stranger to literally hold your life in their 
hands,” he wrote. “No one in the class stayed 
strangers for long.” 
Students reach new heights in class
Course offers skills, stress
relief along with credit
Khadijah Dennis
NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
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NOTABLE CLASSES | A THREE-PART SERIES
students react to best, so 
we’re just playing to our 
strengths,” Telford said.
In addit ion to the 
“Girl Code” and “Guy 
Code” casts, musical 
comedians Carlie and 
Doni (Aug. 28), College 
Humor Live (Nov. 7) 
and comedian Melissa 
Villasenor (Nov. 20) are 
also scheduled to appear 
on campus.
A unique event in this 
semester’s lineup is an 
appearance by ESPN 
commentator Stephen 
A . Smit h,  ( Nov. 15) 
who is known for his 
outspoken and of ten 
polarizing opinions.
“A lot of people react 
st rongly (to Smith),” 
Tel ford sa id.  “They 
either think he’s the 
most entertaining and 
hilarious guy ever, or 
they just passionately 
dislike him.”
CP last hosted a sports 
ﬁ gure in February 2012 
when ESPN founder 
Bill Rasmussen spoke. 
In the Russell House 
Theater, “Throwback 
Thursdays ” will return 
for a second semester 
of  old-school mov ie 
showings after strong 
response last spring, 
Telford said. Included 
in the lineup are “The 
Breakfast Club” (Sept. 
5), “Toy Story” (Oct. 
3), “Space Jam” (Oct. 
24) and “The Princess 
Bride” (Nov. 21). 
CP will also host a 
viewing of AMC’s “The 
Walking Dead” season 
premiere in the theater 
Oct. 13, a new event for 
the group. 
T h e  a n n u a l  f a l l 
concert has not been 
announced, and Telford 
w o u l d  n o t  d i s c u s s 
its detai ls, including 
whether an act had been 
selected and what genre 
it might be.
But he did say that 
t he  g roup hopes  to 
g i ve  s t ude nt s  w h at 
t h e y  a s k  f o r ,  a n d 
student feedback has 
consistently indicated 
a desire for countr y 
art ist s. A f ter hav ing 
two country concerts 
on campus since Fall 
2011, though, Telford 
said some students are 
interested in something 
different.
“ We wa nt  to  g ive 
the student body what 
they want , and what 
they want is diversity,” 
Telford said. 
CALENDAR • Cont. from 1
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Get the message.
Update your emergency information today!
my.sc.edu/emergency
my.sc.edu/emergency
twitter.com/carolinaalert
facebook.com/carolinaalert
For more information, visit
www.sc.edu/carolinaalert
On h i s  f i r s t  day  of  col lege 
classes, first-year music education 
student Ian Giocondo headed to 
Chick-f il-A, only to f ind a l ine 
that stretched all the way down to 
Einstein’s.
“The line was ridiculous. I don’t 
know why I waited in it,” Giocondo 
said. “It’s kind of sketch, but it’s 
delish.”
Jake Mann, a f irst-year music 
per formance st udent ,  ag reed, 
say ing he thought the l ine was 
full of people who were all there 
for Chick-ﬁ l-A’s breakfast, adding 
that the ch icken biscu it s were 
“delicious.”
Despite the long wait and massive 
crowds, hordes of students waited 
for an early morning biscuit.
Carolina Dining worked with 
both Student Government and the 
Sodexo Student Board in order to 
bring the breakfast option, which 
Student Government had been 
requesting for at least four years.
“Every year we talk about what 
they would like us to do over the 
summer, and the decision was to 
change out Burger King for Fresh 
Burger and this,” Wencel said. 
“It’s all about listening to what our 
customers want us to do.” 
BREAKFAST • Continued from 3
DG
dailygamecock.com
the blog with the inside scoop on college life
THE HORSESHOE
General Medicine Center 
Women’s Care
Pharmacy, Lab & Radiology 
Counseling & Human
Development Center 
Campus Wellness
Psychiatric Services 
Sports Medicine & 
Physical Therapy 
Allergy/Immunization & 
Travel Clinic
Sexual Assault and Violence 
Intervention & Prevention
yeah...we’re all that.
sa.sc.edu/shs
803-777-3175
Go to facebook.com/MoesColumbia or
text “MOES FAN” to 313131 for more information.
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Due to a design error, an article on page 11 of Thursday’s 
edition misstated the origin of the slang acronym “YOLO.” 
It was coined by Adam Mesh in 2004 for his clothing line.
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s 
View point s page is to st imulate 
discussion in the University of South 
Carolina community. All published 
authors are expected to provide logical 
arguments to back their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourages 
readers to voice opinions and offers 
three methods of expression: letters to 
the editor, guest columns and feedback 
on dailygamecock.com.
Letters and guest columns should 
be submitted via email to editor@
dailygamecock.com. Letters must be 
200 to 300 words in length and include 
the author’s name, year in school and 
area of study.
We also invite student leaders and 
USC faculty members to submit guest 
columns. Columnists should keep 
submissions to about 500 words in 
length and include the author’s name 
and position. 
The editor reserves the right to edit 
and condense submissions for length 
and clarity, or not publish at all. 
A l l  s ubm i s s ion s  b e come t he 
property of The Daily Gamecock and 
must conform to the legal standards of 
USC Student Media.
Sports: 
777-7182    
Editor’s ofﬁ ce:
777-3914
Fax: 
777-6482
Each summer, as prospective f irst-year 
students and their families visit our beautiful 
campus, they repeatedly comment about the 
warm and welcoming spirit of the Carolina 
communit y. I am most gratef u l to our 
upperclassmen who continue to show not only 
leadership but genuine hospitality toward 
both prospective and incoming students. I 
join them wholeheartedly in welcoming our 
newest class of freshmen to campus. Strong 
in numbers and strong in academic talent, 
with the highest SAT scores to date, I have 
no doubt they will contribute to 
Carolina’s building momentum.
W i t h  o u r  e m p h a s i s  o n 
academic excellence, innovative 
research, access, affordability 
and ﬂ exibility, USC has clearly 
become a destination of choice 
for students both inside and 
out s ide  of  Sout h Carol ina . 
Ef for t s  to  rec r u it  t he  best 
students led to a surpr ising 
shift in the number of accepted 
students who chose to enroll, 
defying recent national trends. We offered 
admission to students with the expectation of 
the same size freshmen class as last year, but 
our popularity improved beyond expectations. 
I am delighted that we have record numbers 
entering our Honors College, Capstone 
Scholars program, several top ranked STEM 
programs and more. It speaks volumes about 
the growing reputation of our university and 
the quality of our students.
As I anticipated the return of our students, 
Thomas Jefferson’s insightful statement in 
the Declaration of Independence has been 
on my mind. We all know that as a people we 
have the right to life, liberty and “pursuit of 
happiness.” Jefferson, as a scholar of Aristotle 
and other great Greek philosophers, was 
referring to happiness in terms of a public 
good. In fact, Jeffersonian happiness implies 
that the well-being of the individual is tied 
to the well-being of the whole. And it was 
Jefferson’s contemporary, James Madison, 
who believed that happiness was a test of 
balance and proportion.
This year, I would like to invite our student 
body of more than 30,000 students and our 
faculty and staff, to pursue a Jeffersonian 
happiness: to strive for individual excellence 
while also striving to positively impact our 
broader Carolina Community. This ties in 
directly with our commitment expressed in 
the Carolinian Creed, which begins, “The 
community of scholars at the University of 
South Carolina is dedicated to personal and 
academic excellence. Choosing to join our 
community obligates each member to a code 
of civilized behavior.” 
Together, we have worked towards a greater 
public good. I am proud of the rankings 
that Carolina has collectively earned. They 
def ine our culture, our students and our 
universit y while assist ing our graduates 
in gaining employment. That USC is the 
only university in South Carolina with the 
Carnegie top-tier designation for very high 
research is an invaluable ranking. That both 
our Honors College and our undergraduate 
international business programs are ranked 
No. 1 is impressive. That USC’s College of 
Engineering and Computing is ranked No. 1 
in the state by the National Research Council 
for faculty research production is terrific. 
That INSIGHT into Diversity magazine 
has named USC as one of the nation’s top 
universities for diversity and inclusivity is a 
tribute to all.
Again, a big welcome back to all of our 
returning students and an especially warm 
welcome to our f irst-year students. You 
have made an excellent decision to join the 
Carolina Community. It is my hope that we 
will approach this academic year with balance 
and proportion. Let’s all agree to embrace 
Jefferson’s version of happiness, remembering 
that the well-being of each individual on 
campus is directly tied to the well-being of the 
entire Carolina Family. Welcome home.
 The other day, I was 
walk ing by the Russell 
House pat io and saw a 
guy sitting there eating a 
big plate of fried ﬁ sh.
I thought to myself : 
“Doesn’t he 
know what’s 
i n  t h a t ? 
A l l  t h o s e 
h a r m f u l , 
u n n a t u r a l 
ingredients 
— he’s got to 
know those 
are bad for 
h i m .  H e ’s 
going to kill 
h i m s e l f  i f 
he keeps it 
up...” 
T he n  m y  t hou g ht s 
were interrupted by the 
terrible smell of the ﬁ sh, 
giving me a coughing ﬁ t 
and causing my eyes to 
water. “That was awful,” I 
thought to myself when I 
ﬁ nally cleared the noxious 
c l o u d .  “ T h e y  r e a l l y 
should ban that stuff on 
campus.”
I t ’ s  e x t r e m e l y 
unpleasant when I have 
to be around someone 
who eats fried ﬁ sh. Their 
breath smells bad, and 
somet imes that stench 
even seeps  into t hei r 
clothes. And when I have 
to walk by someone who 
is eat ing f ish, it’s even 
worse — t he smel l  i s 
stronger right from the 
source. 
But of course, I have 
the choice to not associate 
myself with people that 
eat fried fish, so I don’t 
have to smell it as often, 
and on the few occasions 
I have no choice but to 
work with them, I can 
offer them a breath mint, 
so it’s not so bad.
When they’re outside 
eating fried fish, I have 
the opt ion of walk ing 
further around them, so I 
don’t get close enough to 
smell it, or I can just hold 
my breath unt il I pass 
them. It’d be self ish of 
me to demand that they 
change their lifestyle so 
that I don’t have to walk 
an extra 20 feet. 
Banning people from 
e a t i n g  f r i e d  f i s h  o n 
campus f rom a health 
perspect ive would also 
be r idiculous; people’s 
he a l t h  de c i s io n s  a r e 
theirs alone to make. Just 
because countless studies 
h ave  show n t h at  t he 
choice they’re making is 
unhealthy doesn’t mean 
I have the right to make 
it for them. If they want 
to kill themselves slowly, 
they have every right to 
do so.
I f  y o u  h a v e n’t  y e t 
c a u g h t  o n ,  I ’m  n o t 
actual ly ta lk ing about 
f r ied f ish; I ’m talk ing 
about cigarettes. When 
you look at it from this 
point of v iew, it ’s easy 
to  see  t hat  a  tobacco 
ban is just as absurd as a 
fictitious fried fish ban, 
and for the same reasons.
Both are l it t le more 
than minor annoyances to 
those who don’t partake 
in them, and both are 
bad health decisions that 
people should be free to 
make — or not make — 
on their own. 
I recognize that the 
USC has every right to 
ban whatever they want 
on their grounds, but 
t hei r  dec i s ion to ban 
tobacco on campus is the 
wrong call. 
For the vast majority 
of students and faculty, 
it wil l mean no longer 
having to smell something 
bad for a few seconds once 
or twice a week.
But for students who 
currently smoke, it will 
mean having to balance 
kicking a tough addiction 
with their classes and 
obligations — all before 
the end of the year. 
Why not ban students 
from eating fried fi sh, too?
CAITYLN MCGUIRE
Mix Editor
KYLE HECK 
Sports Editor 
Ross 
Abbott
Second-year
business 
economics 
student 
Hypothetical scenario proves 
inanity of Tobacco Free USC
President hopes all students 
embrace Jeffersonian values 
Harris 
Pastides
USC President
If there’s anything to take 
from Carolina Productions’ 
fall schedule, it’s that you’d 
better like comedy. 
Just l ike last year, USC 
students should expect to get 
their fair share of laughs from 
staples l ike Comedy Open 
Mic Night and big-name 
comedians like the casts of 
“Girl Code” and “Guy Code.” 
I f  t h o s e  a c t s  a r e n ’ t 
enough, there’s also going 
to be a musical comedian 
duo, a College Humor Live 
event, yet another big-time 
comedian. 
Granted, there are some 
other genres represented: 
Nev Schulman from MTV 
docudrama “Cat f ish” and 
sports commentator Stephen 
A. Smith will also perform, 
but as with recent semesters’ 
lineups, Carolina Productions 
largely opted to pile on the 
comedy. 
And to the group’s credit, 
t h e y ’ v e  i n c l u d e d  s o m e 
fresh ideas, like Throwback 
Thursday movies, a screening 
of  “The Wal k i ng Dead” 
prem iere a nd a  “Mu rder 
M y s t e r y  D i n n e r ”  o n 
Halloween that is decidedly 
mysterious itself.
Still, it feels like Carolina 
Productions is slipping into 
a tired mold. Each semester, 
it seems like they’ve taken to 
repeating themselves, with 
schedules long on comedy 
shows and country concerts. 
A nd as CP has pointed 
out , those comedy events 
do tend to be popular. But 
let’s not confuse a packed 
house for Nick Offerman and 
Seth Meyers with a student 
bodywide love for comedy. 
Carol ina Product ions has 
found an audience that it’s 
catering to well, but we think 
there’s a f ine line between 
giving your fans what they 
want and falling into a rut.
We’re all for keeping what’s 
working, but a diverse student 
body  de ser ve s  a  d iver se 
lineup, and lately, Carolina 
Productions has fallen short 
of delivering one. Until then, 
we’ll be watching Michael 
Jord a n’s  f i ne s t  work  — 
“Space Jam” — on Oct. 24’s 
Throwback Thursday. 
ISSUE 
CP fails to land interesting, 
exciting events 
OUR STANCE 
Students deserve other 
acts than country, comedy
“Carolina 
Productions has 
found an audience 
that it’s catering to 
well, but we think 
there’s a fi ne line 
between giving your 
fans what they want 
and falling into a rut.”
WHAT’S YOUR TAKE? 
Do you want your opinion voiced in The Daily 
Gamecock? To become a weekly columnist, contact 
viewpoints@dailygamecock.com. 
DG
With the diverse selection of 
modern games at your disposal, 
why bother play ing outdated 
has-beens?
Because old classics are l ike 
eating a Fruit Roll-Up: Sometimes 
the lunch box era memories are the 
sweetest. So search your attic, blow 
on those dusty old cartridges and 
have fun unraveling your past.
Nintendo 64, 1999 
Four players assume the role of 
their favorite Nintendo character 
— from Mario and Link to Captain 
Falcon and Pikachu — and beat 
them to smithereens in stages 
designed after other Nintendo 
games. Anyone who has lived in a 
dorm can attest that Super Smash 
Bros. has brought more freshmen 
together than the entirety of Greek 
life. It’s easy to pick up and play but 
hard to master. Turn on all items 
for maximum absurdity and make 
it illegal to play as Fox — that’s just 
cheap.
Nintendo 64, 1997 
Any fans of shoot ing games 
should play GoldenEye 007 at least 
once in their lives. This game made 
all 8 million Call of Duty titles 
possible. Consider it the gamer 
equivalent of visiting Mecca. It 
feels more dated than most of the 
games on this list, but blasting 
your buddies away on split screen 
never gets old. Also, be sure to look 
up the cheat code for “DK Mode” 
which gives enemies hilariously 
giant heads, a feature modern 
shooters desperately need to bring 
back.
Playstation, 1998 
“Uka Uka!” If you were one 
of the unlucky k ids who got a 
Playstation instead of an N64, then 
“Crash Bandicoot: Warped” was 
your saving grace. It was among 
the f irst platformers to throw 
out the classic fire and ice levels, 
replacing them with trips to Egypt, 
China and the future that had you 
piloting airplanes and riding tigers 
in addition to the basic run-and-
jump gameplay. Also, Crash’s 
pelvic-thrusting victory dance 
will put a smile on even the 
most hardened of Nintendo 
fan boys. Simply put, Crash 
Bandicoot beats Mario any day.
Nintendo 64, 
1997 
Y o u ’ v e 
p r o b a b l y 
p l ayed  t h i s 
g a m e  w a y 
too compet it ively  w it h your 
roommates late into the night 
instead of studying for f inals. 
Like “Super Smash Bros.,” “Mario 
Kart 64” shows off a smorgasbord 
of Nintendo games that has you 
hurling turtle shells and lightning 
bolts at your opponents in a race 
to the ﬁ nish. I dare you not to fall 
off the side of Rainbow Road  and 
throw your controller at the wall 
after your friend leaves a banana 
peel in your path.
Game Boy, 1989 
No other mobile game can hold 
a back-light to the staying power 
of “Tetris.” Since its release in 
1984, the simple-yet-challenging 
matching t ile puzzle game has 
remained virtually unadulterated 
save for a few added color palettes. 
When “Tetris” reached the Game 
Boy in 1989, puzzle games had 
forever solidified their place 
in the U.S. Ultimately, 
it’s Tetris you have to 
blame for a l l those 
pesky Candy Crush 
requests — not me.
Honorable Mentions:
“The Legend Of Zelda: 
Ocarina of Time,” Nintendo 
64, 1998 
“Pac-Man,” Arcade, 1980 
“Duck Hunt,” NES, 
1985 
“ S p y r o  2 : 
Ripto’s Rage!,” 
Play s t at ion , 
1999 
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 The MTV Video Music Awards always offers up 
big celebrities, outlandish performances, fresh faces 
and unexpected surprises, and this year promises to 
keep that tradition alive.
Performances will include the regular list of 
pop stars like Lady Gaga, Justin Timberlake and 
Bruno Mars. But the most exciting performances 
will likely come from Kanye West, Miley Cyrus, 
Robin Thicke and Austin Mahone — the “new 
Justin Bieber.” 
There's even a rumor that N*SYNC might make 
a surprise performance. 
This wi l l  be Kanye West ’s seventh V M A 
performance, and with his album “Yeezus” recently 
released, expectations are high.
This year's will be one of Miley Cyrus’ most 
interesting performances at the VMA’s. The singer, 
whose single “We Can’t Stop” is nominated for Best 
Song of the Summer, Best Pop Video, Best Female 
Video and Best Editing , will bring her new-found 
love of "twerking" and leather to the stage for a 
performance more risqué than usual.
With three nominations, it’s possible she could 
be walking away with an award or two. Love it or 
hate it, people will be talking about it.
Another performer will be turning up the sex 
appeal, too. Robin Thicke’s “Blurred Lines,” 
featuring T.I. and Pharrell, has been dominating 
the radio ever since it came out. With four 
nominations, including Video of the Year, Thicke 
has surely made a comeback.
Of the show’s performers, one of the most 
anticipated — and even controversial — is YouTube 
star Austin Mahone, who sings of “What About 
Love.” 
Mahone has transitioned into a pop star, but fans 
have noticed that his look, sound and story are very 
similar to Justin Bieber’s. Bieber, who has covered 
tabloids with recent antics, may have a new, more 
innocent replacement. Mahone is nominated for 
the Artist to Watch award. 
The media and v iewers have been talk ing 
constantly about the N*SYNC reunion rumored 
 Something great is brewing in Columbia. 
Great beer, that is.
Despite popular demand for cheap beers 
served in plastic cups, the craft beer scene is 
expanding quickly throughout the country, 
South Carolina and, yes, even Columbia.
With wild names, off-beat f lavors and 
dozens of varieties, students often shy away 
from craft brews — not because they aren’t 
interested, but because breaking in can 
seem difﬁ cult.
And 2013 has already seen a milestone 
in Columbia’s craft beer scene: Conquest 
Brewing Company, the city’s only craft 
brewery, in January began opened up shop 
near Williams-Brice Stadium.
Bars and restaurants like the Flying 
Saucer, in the Vista, have also introduced 
the city to craft beer, with discounted pours 
and staffs knowledgeable enough to train 
would-be craft beer connoisseurs.
Brandi Allen, Flying Saucer’s general 
manager, offered these tips on how to get 
into craft brews. In her words:
1. Ask questions: It is not likely that you 
are the only one in the bar or restaurant 
that is a rookie, and the staff is typically 
there to help. Tell them what you usually 
like to drink, and they will try to make a 
similar match. Craft brews have gotten so 
outrageous (that) there are even beers to 
satisfy usual liquor drinkers. Ask as many 
questions as you need to.
2. Go on discount nights: One of the 
best things about living in a college town 
is the numerous pint nights and selected 
discounts. Go with what is cheap that 
night. That way, if you don’t like it, you 
didn’t spend a fortune on it, and you don’t 
have to decide what to drink that night.
3.Tr y  s a mple s :  Mo s t  c r a f t  b eer 
restaurants offer samples or ﬂ ights of beers 
with different regions or types, so you 
can try an array. Often, ﬂ ights come with 
a brief description, so you can remember 
what type of beers you like.
VIDEO
MUSIC
AWARDS
MTV
2013 PREVIEW
Courtsey of MCT Campus 
Caitlyn McGuire
MIX@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
VMA • 10
BEER • 10
Caitlyn McGuire
MIX@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
Local guru shares tips
on how to fi nd perfect pint
Craft beer craze 
brewing in SC
Star performers prepare
for surprising acts
Alex Buscemi
MIX@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
Wii may never compare
to vintage favorites
 “Lee Daniels’ The Butler,” is based on the true 
story of Cecil Gaines (Forest Whitaker), the African-
American butler who served in the White House for 
34 years. The movie chronicles his life starting from 
his early days in a cotton ﬁ eld in Georgia where he 
witnessed horrible acts inﬂ icted on his family, to his 
time in a plantation house learning to be a servant, 
until he works his way to a job in the White House 
serving presidents Dwight D. Eisenhower (Robin 
Williams) and Ronald Reagan (Alan Rickman). 
His family life, which is largely ﬁ ctionalized for 
the movie, is shown as much as Cecil working at the 
White House. His wife, Gloria (Oprah Winfrey), 
battles alcoholism and the frequent absence of 
her husband, whose job keeps him away from the 
family often. In actuality, his wife never battled with 
addiction.
There are some quite powerful and stirring scenes 
throughout the movie, but there are just as many, 
and probably more, scenes that ring false and too 
earnest. The fact that great liberties were taken 
with Cecil’s real life (the real man is actually named 
Eugene Allen) does not really matter because the 
movie already feels crafted and structured to tell the 
life story of a man through his employment at the 
White House, which parallels nicely with the Civil 
Rights Movement.
It checks off dramatic boxes and manipulates the 
audience to tell a story about the fight for racial 
equality, not to tell a factually true biography. Their 
eldest son, Louis (David Oyelowo, “The Help,” 
“Lincoln”), is a character completely created for 
the ﬁ lm. I did not know this going into the movie, 
and now that I know, it does not really change my 
opinion of the movie. Some of the strongest scenes 
deal with Louis and his ﬁ ght for Civil Rights. In 
one clever, but infuriating scene, Louis and his 
fellow ﬁ ghters protest in a diner by sitting in the 
“White” section of the counter while shots are cut 
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STAY COCKY, my friends.
Welcome Back GAMECOCKS!
W W W. P O I N T E W E S TA P T S . C O M
803.739.0899  |  215 SPENCER PLACE  |  CAYCE, SC 29033
MIX
SPORTS
VIEWPOINTS
FACEBOOK
WEATHER
NEWS
TWITTER 
USC SHUTTLENEXTBUS
Tap that app!
Not on campus everyday to pick up a copy
of The Daily Gamecock? No worries, just
download out app and get your Gamecock
news wherever you are!
Director: Lee Daniels
Starring: Forrest Whitaker, Oprah 
Winfrey, Robin Williams
Rating: PG-13 for some violence, 
language, sexual material and smoking
“The Butler”
NOW IN THEATERS
A-list stars fall short of hype in ‘The Butler’
Courtsey of MCT Campus 
Gloria (Oprah Winfrey) and Cecil Gaines (Forest Whitaker) portray life during the U.S.’s civil rights movement.
Daniels’ ﬁ lm takes liberty 
with truth for sake of story
Jonathan Winchell
MIX@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
BUTLER • 10
STUDENT
ORGANIZATION
WORKSHOPS
Undergraduate Renewal and 
Treasurer’s Workshops
Monday, August 26  —  11:00am
Tuesday, August 27  —  2:30pm
Friday, August 30  —  3:00pm
Thursday, September 5  —  4:00pm
Monday, September 9  —  4:30pm
Thursday, September 12  —  12:00pm
*All workshops will be held in RHUU 322/326 (Senate Chambers). 
Graduate Renewal 
and Treasurer’s Workshops
Wednesday, August 28  —  12:00pm
Tuesday, September 3  —  4:00pm
*All workshops will be held in RHUU 322/326 (Senate Chambers)
In order to be classiﬁed as a registered student organization 
for the 2013-2014 academic year ALL student organizations are 
required to attend a workshop and go online to the Student 
Organization System (www.sc.edu/sos) and either update or 
conﬁrm the officer and advisor information. Please plan to send 
at least one representative to a workshop. The deadline to com-
plete renewal is Friday, September 13, 2013 at 4:00pm.
pohS draoB s’ytlaS
:stneserper ylduorp
Bring Your CarolinaCard to Sign Up for
Special Discounts by September 15th
2712 Devine Street
Columbia, SC
803.748.9946
saltysboardshop.com
Visit our WebStore... www.saltysboardshop.com
Salty’s Board Shop
2712 DEVINE STREET
Your source for
STREAM US LIVE!
between his father preparing a banquet 
at the White House. The protesters 
are harassed, hit, spit upon, and have 
food thrown on them, but they stay 
quiet, still and resilient. Cecil and his 
coworkers are dressed to the nines in 
spotless, shining surroundings. They 
are just there to serve, not to be seen 
or heard. This shows the huge gap 
between the important white men in 
D.C. who discuss and debate equality 
and the struggling African Americans 
who face the harsh reality of racism 
and violence on the streets.
The biggest problem with the movie 
is that major, talented actors play 
well-known historical ﬁ gures for ﬁ ve 
or ten minutes. One sits, squinting, 
then staring at Robin Will iams, 
trying to convince himself that he 
looks sort of like Eisenhower. Then, 
he is gone from the movie without 
an explanation. The audience never 
gets used to the actors playing such 
recognizable American leaders. Alan 
Rickman looks startlingly similar 
to Reagan, but his voice is too deep, 
slow and self conscious. What is 
the point in casting Jane Fonda as 
Nancy Reagan for one scene? There 
is some thrill in seeing a die-hard, 
A-list celebrity liberal playing the wife 
of such a beloved conservative. On 
the other hand, it would be like Ted 
Nugent playing Bobby Kennedy, if 
Nugent had any talent.
“The Butler” is a long movie that 
covers many years of American history, 
but it feels rushed at the same time. 
There are some strong performances 
and moving moments, but it could 
have used less overbearing music, 
sentimentalizing, and fake noses and 
wigs. 
f o r  t h e  V M A 
s t a g e .  T he  c u r r e nt 
prediction is that they 
w i l l  reu n ite  du r i ng 
Ju s t i n  Ti mberla ke’s 
performance.
Notably absent from 
the per formance l ist 
is Taylor Swif t ,  who 
is  nominated for two 
awards. 
Swif t is present ing 
with fel low pop star 
S e le n a  G ome z ,  but 
won't  be  t ak i ng t he 
stage to perform, which 
marks a shift from past 
award shows that had 
been dominated by the 
country pop star.
To  s e e  a l l  t h e 
p e r f o r m a n c e s , 
presenters and winners 
watch the 2013 MTV 
Video Music Awards on 
MTV Sunday, Aug 25 at 
9 p.m. 
VMA • Cont. from 8
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4. K eep  i t  lo c a l : 
Drinking local beers 
no t  o n l y  w i l l  g i v e 
y o u  a  f r e s h e r  a n d 
more  u n ique  t a s te , 
but will benef it your 
local economy. New 
breweries in Columbia 
l i k e  t h e  C o n q u e s t 
Brewing Co. are giving 
students local options 
that help support their 
community.
5 . E x p l o r e  t h e 
season: Unlike many 
big-name brands, craft 
beer f lavors change 
with the seasons. At 
these t imes, t r y the 
seasonal selections to 
widen your knowledge 
on the beers. 
Courtsey of MCT Campus 
Miley Cyrus and Austin Mahone are both anticipated 
performers in this year’s MTV Music Video Awards.
Caitlyn McGuire/ THE DAILY GAMECOCK
TODAY
BETWEEN THE 
SPRINGMAID SHEETS 
10 a.m. to 5 p.m., $7 for 
adults / $5 for children 
South Carolina State 
Museum, 301 Gervais St. 
FITZ AND THE TANTRUMS 
6 p.m., $5 
Tin Roof, 1022 Senate St. 
TOMORROW
MAIN ST. LATIN
FESTIVAL 2013
11 a.m. to 10 p.m., free
Between 1300 and 1400 
blocks of Main St. 
SHONNA TUCKER & EYE 
CANDY / THE RIVAL 
BROTHERS / ADAM KLEIN & 
THE WILDFIRES 
8 p.m., $10 advance / $13 
day of show
New Brookland Tavern, 
122 State St. 
THE SCENE
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ACROSS
1 Leader elected
by monks
6 Jazz aﬁ cionado
9 “__ Astor”:
Sargent portrait
13 Rule
15 Maker of Good
Grips kitchen
tools
16 __ of mystery
17 Former
quarterback Peete
18 Portrayer of the
Elf maiden Arwen
in “The Lord of
the Rings”
20 Hunk’s pride
21 The sun, in
Cancún
23 Award for books
on tape
24 Torchiere, e.g.
26 Exist like a mob
informant, say
29 Mlle. counterpart
33 Nut in a cupule
34 Words in a
market report
36 Equip with
ﬁ repower
37 Somersaulting
dive
39 Executive position
41 Tolkien creature
42 “Pink Shoe Laces”
singer Stevens
46 Green shade
47 Tourney ranking
49 Enjoy leisurely
51 1988 Radio Hall
of Fame inductee
53 Boss, in Swahili
56 Beatles title
woman who
“made a fool of
everyone”
57 Bit of work
60 Solon
62 Santa Catalina’s
only city
64 All: Pref.
65 Wrap up
66 Place for a picture
67 Narc’s goal
68 Old IBM PCs
69 It’s chopped, in a
way, in 18-, 26-,
49- and 60-
Across
DOWN
1 Indian tomb site
2 Nincompoop
3 Briefs not seen in
court
4 Sommelier’s
preﬁ x
5 Like many a New
England street
6 Kid ﬁ nishing a
book, maybe
7 They’re under
shoulder joints,
anatomically
8 “Mazel __!”
9 Bucks shots
10 Seasonal song
starter
11 Eins und zwei
12 Easy to
maneuver, at sea
14 Versatile synthetic
19 Cap with a pom-
pom called atoorie
22 Remote hiding
place?
24 Frond bearer
25 Stuck, after “in”
26 Old Nigerian
capital
27 Words of
compassion
28 Walt Disney,
vis-à-vis
Mickey Mouse
30 Indira’s successor
31 Treasure stash
32 Brew hue
35 Unfortunate soul
38 Chewy caramel
candy
40 Sneaky maneuver
43 Buck the majority
44 Guts
45 Quaint outburst
48 “Aw, shucks!”
50 “Giant Brain”
unveiled in 1946
52 It follows April in
Paris
53 Shapeless form
54 U.S.’s largest
S&L until its 2008
collapse
55 Botanical bristles
57 Mtn. statistic
58 Where all roads
lead?
59 Growl
61 Annoy
63 “Wheel of
Fortune”
purchase
08/23/13
For solutions to
today’s puzzle,
go to
dailygamecock.com
or download our
app!
08/23/13
3 421
For solutions to
today’s puzzle,
go to
dailygamecock.com
or download our
app!
S M
SATURDAY — 4:30PM 
SUNDAY — 9 & 11AM
1610 Greene Street
On the USC Campus
WALK TO MASS |
BEST OF
EMPLOYMENT
Telecounseling Positions 
Available
The Office of Undergraduate 
Admissions is looking for 
enthusiastic, dedicated 
undergraduate students to 
assist with recruitment this 
year by calling prospective 
students, admitted students 
and their parents. Applicants 
should possess strong 
communication skills, 
enthusiasm for USC, good 
work ethic, professionalism, 
and basic computer and 
telephone skills.  Students are 
required to work a minimum of 
two nights per week during the 
hours of 5:00pm to 9:00pm 
Monday through Thursday 
throughout the school year, 
except on University holidays.  
Telecounseling pays $7.50/
hr, and training begins on 
Monday, September 9th.  
Applications are available in 
the Office of Undergraduate 
Admissions located on the 
Horseshoe in Lieber College. 
Application deadline: Friday, 
August 30th at 5:00pm. For 
more information, please call 
Kate Beggs at 803-777-5737.  
Email kristine@mailbox.
sc.edu Best Job on Campus! 
Be a Carolina Caller! Flexible 
Schedule, Work Nights 
and Weekends, earn up 
to $8.25/hr, Fall positions 
available,  Apply Online 
sc.thecallingcenter.com
PT Sales position in high 
fashion optical boutique for 
responsible, fashion conscious 
individual. Sales exper a plus. 
Must be detail-oriented w/
strong basic math skills. Office 
hours 9-5:30 Mon-Sat (Usually 
alt Sats). Please email resume, 
references, avail hours & 
compensation requirements to 
follinevision@outlook.com.
EMPLOYMENT 
Energetic, enthusiastic, 
responsible people needed 
to work as co-teachers in a 
large child development center 
near USC. Monday-Friday 
2PM-6PM. Also substitute 
positions with AM or PM hours 
available. Call 803-799-8533 
or email Carol@ShandonPres.
org for info.
Experienced Personal 
Trainers needed
Part time AM and PM hours 
available.  Gym is 1 mile from 
campus. Contact Anne Marie 
for details 803.799.9455.
Email mfulmer44@aol.com
PHOTOGRAPHERS’ 
ASSISTANTS: We seek several 
individuals to assist group 
photographers on the USC 
Horseshoe on the afternoon of 
Sunday August 25. Experience 
not necessary but light candid 
photography skills could 
be a plus.  Allen Anderson, 
Photographer, 803-256-0424.
WORK-STUDY OFFICE 
ASSISTANTS @ SC Vocational 
Rehabilitation Dept near 
Airport.  $9 per hour for 
Under Grads and $10 for 
Grad Students. Duties: filing 
& organizing, data entry, 
reception, & operating various 
office equipment.  Must be 
proficient in Excel and MS 
Word.  Please call Cathy Smith 
@ 896-6553 for interview. EOE
Best Job on Campus! Be 
a Carolina Caller! Flexible 
Schedule, Work Nights 
and Weekends, earn up 
to $8.25/hr, Fall positions 
available,  Apply Online 
sc.thecallingcenter.com
EMPLOYMENT
Seeking Lifeguards/Physical 
Therapy Aides for SC 
Vocational Rehab Dept.  
$12.48 hr!  Will work around 
your class schedule.  Need 
enthusiastic p/t employees to 
work with adults with various 
disabilities in our therapeutic 
pool & muscular development 
room. Prefer Red Cross 
Lifeguard Certification but can 
train strong swimmers to work 
in our facility. To apply, come 
to MDC @ 1410-D Boston 
Ave, West Columbia SC or 
email Ms Hayes: whayes@
scvrd.state.sc.us. EOE
Cheerleading & Tumbling 
Coaches Wanted
WGC of Camden, SC 
is searching for allstar 
cheerleading coaches 
and tumbling instructors 
for the fall/spring season! 
Experience is required, 
and a positive, team-player 
attitude is a must! Great pay, 
mileage reimbursement, 
flexible hours. Submit your 
interest/resume via email: 
watereegymnastics@yahoo.
com. 
Email watereegymnastics@
yahoo.com
www.watereegymnastics.com
http://facebook.com/
watereegymnasticscenter
Work-Study Position
The Office of Student 
Media is looking for a front 
office assistant Monday thru 
Friday.  Hours are flexible but 
you must have work-study 
awarded through the Financial 
Aid Office.  Please contact 
Kristine at 777-7866 or email 
kristine@mailbox.sc.edu 
for more information
EMPLOYMENT
Gamecock Connection 
Positions Available
Tell us why you love USC! 
The Office of Undergraduate 
Admissions is looking for 
enthusiastic, dedicated 
students to assist with 
recruiting prospective students 
at Admissions special events. 
In this role you can share your 
love for USC with prospective 
students, admitted 
students and their parents. 
Applicants should possess 
strong communication 
skills, enthusiasm for USC, 
good work ethic, and 
professionalism. We are 
looking for volunteers to 
assist with Admissions events 
this Fall, and there will be a 
mandatory training meeting for 
new members. Applications 
are available in the Office of 
Undergraduate Admissions 
located on the Horseshoe in 
Lieber College. Application 
deadline: Friday, September 
6th at 5:00 pm. For more 
information, please call 
Jennifer Black at 803-777-
5779.
MISC
Parking Spaces
Pickens at Blossom. $280 
semester. 799-3452
ANNOUNCEMENTS
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT 
WELCOME BANQUET, Aug. 
30. Free dinner, entertainment, 
door prizes. info@ifmusa.org 
799-3452
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Kennel Staff
Wanted.  
Hardworking and dependable 
employee needed. Must be 
able to work weekdays, some 
weekends, and some holidays. 
Apply in person Tuesday’s or 
Thursdays.
Apply at Dog Daze 1241 
Veterans Road Columbia SC 
29209
email: dogdazellc@bellsouth.
net
FOR SALE 
cocks corner parking
parking place d-15 center of 
cocks corner. fort rent/ sale. 
please call 803-479-4557
SERVICES
MassageOnTheMove 4mi-
>DwnTwn w/ appts@WCola 
Studio or OnSite group/event 
Stu/Fac20%OFF RegPrice 
Details@ MassageMove.com
HOUSING
3B,1.5 BT ROSEW DUP APT 
CH/A $650 &DEP CALL PHIL 
331-2954
Check out our fashion blog:
boots & bows
on dailygamecock.com

Moritz said. “We’re trying to ﬁ gure out how 
those teams are scheduling and integrating 
and whether there is a potential for another 
SEC school to add the sport. We need to get 
them into the fold.”
LSU is currently the only other SEC school 
planning to offer sand volleyball. 
Construction of the new sand volleyball 
facility is underway now and while the surplus 
of rain this summer has slowed things a bit, 
it is still on schedule to be completed. The 
facility will be located in the Athletics Village 
next to the tennis courts and soccer practice 
ﬁ elds and will have ﬁ ve sand courts. 
“Everything you need is right here,” Moritz 
said. “We’re very fortunate for that.”
The transition to sand volleyball has been 
“weird” for Moritz. Usually around this time 
of year, Moritz is out on the court preparing 
for the indoor volleyball season.
“I’m used to being in two-a-days right now,” 
Moritz said. “The transition is definitely a 
little different but when you kind of take note 
of what I’ve been able to do over the summer 
in preparation to build this program, it’s one 
of those things where it’s like, ‘Here it is.’ It’s 
such an amazing opportunity that you’re so 
focused on making it the best that you can 
possibly make it.” 
10 a.m. – 3 p.m. 
Russell House Ballroom
Join us to learn how you 
can study, intern, research 
or volunteer abroad, and 
see it for yourself.
FRIDAY
September 
6
Study Abroad 
Fair Fall 2013
Brianna spent a semester studying 
project and opperations management in 
England. So can you. See it for yourself.
August 19th – 23rd
Monday – Friday
3:00 p.m.
All tours meet in the Thomas Cooper Library lobby.
11:00 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
Friday, August 30th
Friday, September 6th
Friday, September 13th
Building Layout
Research Assistance
Group Study Rooms
Locker Checkout
Laptop Checkout
Cooper’s Corner Café
Books, Movies, & More
BE TEAM 
SPIRITED.
No contracts. No commitments.  
Open extended hours 7 days a week.
Sunbed or Sunless Unlimited Premier
Valid for new members, one time only. 50% off valid on ﬁrst month 
Premier Rewards™ Membership only. Offer valid on any level of 
sunbed tanning. See salon associate for complete details. 
Expires 9/30/13.
OFF 
FIRST 
MONTH50%
PBTI-70080.09
PASTIME PAVILION
929 N Lake Dr. 
Lexington, SC 29072 
803-359-3600
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“Of f the f ield, Braeden 
contributes as much or more as 
on the ﬁ eld,” Berson said. “He’s 
a wonderful human being. He’s 
virtually a straight-A student. 
He ha s  g reat  leader sh ip 
qualities. He’s one of the guys 
on the team that everyone is 
conﬁ dent to go and talk to.”
Tr o y e r  w o n  s e v e r a l 
conference academic awards 
in the last two years, including 
the Commissioner’s Academic 
Medal.
In t ight situations, when 
the Gamecocks need a goal, 
Berson said he may put Troyer 
on as an attacking midﬁ elder. 
His versatility is a big help 
for USC, and with junior Asa 
Kryst looking like the potential 
go-to scorer, Troyer can settle 
in at defense, Berson said.
Last year, the Gamecocks’ 
defense gave up some late goals, 
costing them matches, and 
Berson said he hopes Troyer’s 
presence will make the team 
more composed in the back.
Berson also said that Troyer’s 
composure has improved 
throughout his time on the 
team.
Last season’s results led to the 
Gamecocks to a low ranking 
in this year’s pre-season polls, 
and Troyer is honest about the 
team’s sub-par season.
“We had a rough year last 
season,” he said. “We weren’t a 
bad team last year at all; we were 
a great team. We just couldn’t 
get the results. We seemed to 
be losing games by one goal a 
lot. We didn’t get ranked very 
high in the team polls, but I 
think that’s motivation to have 
a good year.”
Troyer said the team’s first 
goal is to make — and win — 
the Conference USA playoffs.
Berson said that he knew 
the junior was going to be 
special after a solid freshman 
season and that Troyer has not 
disappointed.
“He is going to help establish 
our rhythm and tempo on 
of fense too,” Berson said. 
“He’ll also be inﬂ uential in the 
spirit of the team, too, because 
of the type of leader he is.” 
recognition for their efforts last season as 
D’Angelo received a Second Team All-SEC 
nod and Gilbert was named to the Capital 
One Academic All-District Team. 
A s i d e  f r o m  S o u t h  C a r o l i n a ’ s 
upperclassman nucleus, there wil l be 
considerable competition on the depth 
chart this year as Smith builds the starting 
l ineup for the season opener against 
UNC-Wilmington.
“All these players are trying to ﬁ ght for 
their positions and their starting jobs and 
playing time,” Smith said. “We have so 
much competition on our roster.”
Smith blamed last season’s downturn in 
part on a complacency within the program 
after its recent run of success: winning the 
SEC tournament in 2009, ﬁ nishing second 
in the competition in 2010,  and claiming the 
SEC regular-season crown in 2011. 
With the wake-up call that was the 
2012 season behind them, Smith feels the 
Gamecocks are poised turn their fortunes 
around in 2013.
“We have a home opener, coming off a 
season that we weren’t happy with, and we 
need to prove ourselves,” Smith said. “And 
it starts on Friday night.” 
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With only ﬁ ve seniors on South 
Carolina’s roster, coach Steve 
Spurrier has been forced to broaden 
his search for leadership on the 
team, but he said after Thursday’s 
practice that he doesn’t think the 
lack of veterans will hurt his team 
come gameday.
“We’ve got enough older guys,” 
Spurrier said, “and the junior guys 
are like seniors anyway these days.”
Spurrier blames the small senior 
class on several factors, including 
last year’s large crop of fifth-year 
seniors and some early departures 
to the NFL.
This season’s group of Gamecock 
seniors is dwarfed by the 29 players 
that were honored during last year’s 
senior day against Wofford, one 
of the largest numbers in recent 
memory.
Senior guard Ronald Patrick 
has embraced looking to younger 
players to act as team leaders.
“We have a lot of players — 
underclassmen, juniors — that 
can ﬁ ll the role,” Patrick said. “It’s 
not really about the class. It’s just 
coming out here and working hard.”
Patrick said that as seniors, he and 
his classmates have had meetings to 
discuss their goals for the season 
and plans on how to approach each 
week of practice.
To make up for the scarcity of 
seniors to attend, the meetings have 
been attended by junior defensive 
end Jadeveon Clowney, junior safety 
Brison Williams, and redshirt 
junior cornerback Victor Hampton, 
a l l  of  whom have  occ upied 
leadership roles throughout the 
preseason.
The Gamecocks will get today 
off before heading back to the 
practice ﬁ eld Saturday to continue 
game-week preparation for the Tar 
Heels.
Despite an irregular week to start 
the season, playing on a Thursday 
as opposed to a Saturday, Spurrier 
will try to make the days leading 
up to the game feel as normal as 
possible for his squad.
“We hope to peak next Thursday 
night,” Spurrier said.
Running backs
While Mike Davis has been 
named the starting running back 
for the opener, the sophomore said 
he has not been told how playing 
time will be split between him and 
sophomore Brandon Wilds.
“That’s all up to the coaches,” 
Davis said. “I don’t know how the 
carries are going to go; I’m just 
hoping for the best.”
Despite splitting touches with 
Kenny Miles to close out the 2012 
season after Marcus Lattimore 
was injured, Davis said his nerves 
increased after he was named the 
starter.
“I can’t wait,” Davis said. “I still 
have butterﬂ ies now.”
Kickers
With the departure of kicker 
Adam Yates, the posit ion has 
been up for grabs throughout the 
preseason. Spurrier has not yet 
named a starter but said he is close 
to a decision and hopes to notify the 
position battle’s winner with plenty 
of time to prepare for UNC.
“The guy who’s k ick ing in 
the front of the line right now is 
[freshman] Elliot Fry ,” Spurrier 
said. “He’s been kicking a little bit 
better than the other guys.” 
W h i le  Fr y  ha s  i mpre s sed 
on extra points and field goals, 
Spurrier said he may implement a 
2-kicker system, allowing another 
Gamecock to take kick-offs. 
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Younger players look to lead
Junior embraces change
Sand volleyball 
team coming 
together
Women’s soccer to 
begin season Friday
Danny Garrison
DGARRISON@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
Gamecocks have only 
5 seniors on roster
Kyle Heck
KHECK@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
Developing club will start 
practice in mid-September
Olivia Barthel / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
When talented offensive players are asked to 
change roles for their teams’ sake, they tend to 
resist, but Braeden Troyer isn’t one of them.
The junior has gone from playing as an 
attacking midﬁ elder to a center back on defense. 
The change may seem odd — Troyer was last 
year’s second leading scorer — but coach Mark 
Berson sees it differently.
“We needed to solidify the back line,” Berson 
said. “We lost three of our four starters from last 
year. So we really needed a leader in the back, 
and Braeden can provide that.”
Berson said that Troyer’s leadership also 
comes with a strong skill set. The head coach 
called Troyer one of the best tacklers he’s ever 
seen.
“He reads the game exceptionally well,” 
Berson said. “In tackling, there’s a timing aspect, 
and his timing is impeccable. It’s like a sixth 
sense.”
Troyer did not hesitate with the change in 
position. He acknowledged that with some of 
last year’s leaders gone like forward Bradlee 
Baladez and defender Kevin Stam, everyone has 
more responsibility now. He will do whatever is 
in the best interest of the team.
Troyer said that his new role requires more 
communication and that he helps focus the team 
by staying positive.
“We don’t really have a star on the team,” 
Troyer said. “So we’re playing for each other.”
Troyer was named to the Conference USA All-
Freshman Team in 2011 and the All-Conference 
USA Third Team. He followed that season with 
a second-team All-Conference selection in 2012. 
But Troyer is humble about the recognition.
“It’s a nice honor, but most of it is because of 
the players I get to play with on the team,” he 
said. “If we’re not playing well, you don’t get 
those honors. I think an award like that, it’s for 
everybody too.”
Troyer at tended Hammond School in 
Columbia, where he was a six-year letter winner 
and an ESPN Rise All-American. 
Still, playing at South Carolina was a dream 
that seemed unimaginable, he said.
“I always came to the games when I was 
younger,” he said. “I always dreamed of playing 
soccer somewhere, but I never thought it would 
be South Carolina. It’s just really cool to play in 
front of my family.”
Troyer said that he keeps his family close and 
that he appreciates their support. They keep him 
upbeat, he said.
But the junior isn’t just known for what he 
does on the pitch, as Berson raved about Troyer’s 
demeanor off of it.
When the South Carolina women’s soccer team kicks off 
its 2013 campaign Friday against UNC-Wilmington, the 
program will look to rebound from its ﬁ rst losing season 
since 2005 after ﬁ nishing 7-10-4 in 2012. 
With a return to South Carolina’s winning culture on 
the mind, coach Shelley Smith saids her team will be able to 
grow from last year’s shortcomings. 
“I think we grew a lot. [Last year] was deﬁ nitely a learning 
experience,” Smith said. “The determination and the will 
to get back and prove ourselves has really showed in our 
offseason.”
With just one exhibition game to prepare for the start of 
the season, a 2-0 victory over the College of Charleston, the 
Gamecocks will begin the season against last year’s Colonial 
Athletic Association runner-up, UNCW. 
The Seahawks went 12-7-3 combined in the regular season 
and postseason en route to their 2-1 loss to Hofstra in the 
CAA championship game. UNC-Wilmington proved to be 
a gritty team last year, claiming both of its CAA tournament 
victories with penalty kicks. 
While UNCW did have a banner season in 2012, it could 
be a trap game for USC with No. 7 Duke coming to town in 
the Gamecocks’ second game of the season. However, Smith 
is conﬁ dent that her team will not write off the Seahawks in 
the season opener.
“I think that it can be a concern,” Smith said. “But I 
believe there’s nothing for us to look past right now. Every 
game is important.”
Even with an inﬂ ux of young talent in the women’s soccer 
program, Smith feels it is increasingly important to have a 
strong corps of veteran role models. In the offseason, the 
players selected four “captains” of the team, choosing seniors 
Gabrielle Gilbert and Elizabeth Sinclair along with junior 
Sabrina D’Angelo and redshirt junior Taylor Leach as their 
leaders. 
“The upperclassmen know what’s expected,” Smith said. 
“They’re all part of a leadership group that we believe helps. 
It’s not just one or two players.”
Gilbert and Leach both saw playing time in all 21 of 
USC’s matches in 2012, while Sinclair and D’Angelo each 
took the ﬁ eld in 17 games. D’Angelo and Gilbert both earned 
For Moritz Moritz, there could not be a more 
perfect time to be developing a sand volleyball team. 
With the immense success of the sport in the recent 
Summer Olympics, interest has never been higher.
That’s one of the reasons why Moritz was excited 
when he was named the coach of South Carolina’s 
21st varsity sport. Moritz has spent the summer 
developing the program and says it is still on track 
to be up and ready to go in the spring. He said that 
Scott Swanson, USC’s head indoor volleyball coach, 
initially planted the seed for the sand volleyball 
team. Moritz was an assistant to Swanson for the 
past two years, so the two have been planning this 
for some time.
“It’s such an incredible opportunity to build 
something from the ground up,” Moritz said. 
“With the timing kind of coinciding with the 2012 
Summer Olympics and the success that (USA) had 
with beach volleyball there, there was just such 
good visibility and the growth of the sport itself is 
amazing. It’s just one of those no-brainer situations.”
Moritz brought up the popularity of volleyball 
in high schools and youth leagues and says there 
has been no shortage of interest in the sand team. 
Moritz said he currently has eight players on the 
roster and plans to add more before the season 
starts. Moritz said by 2014 he would like to be 
training between 14-16 beach-only student-athletes 
year-round before.
By the time the team starts play in March, Moritz 
said he would like a roster size of 20-24 players, 
though there are only ﬁ ve scholarships available for 
the team this season. Moritz is expected to have help 
from some current indoor volleyball players this 
spring because their season with Swanson will have 
already wrapped up.
Training for the inaugural season is expected to 
begin in mid-September. 
Moritz said that a “skeleton” of a playing schedule 
is starting to be formed, but it is difﬁ cult because 
sand volleyball is a relatively new sport among 
colleges, with USC being just the 31st school to add 
sand volleyball as a sport. 
“The very interesting thing that we’re starting to 
learn is that there are schools that will be potentially 
adding programs up until February of next year,” 
 Squad will take on UNC-Wilmington, Duke 
this weekend as new campaign kicks off 
Danny Garrison
DGARRISON@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
Gamecocks play Elon Saturday 
in fi nal exhibition game
Tanner Abel
TABEL@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
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Coach Steve Spurrier says junior players will make up for the absence of seniors on the Gamecocks’ roster.
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